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Introduction 
Bryn Mawr - a nice place to put down roots 
  

Bryn Mawr is a wonderful place to live.  Most of the people who live here agree on this.  As confirmed 
by City periodicals’ designation, Bryn Mawr is a “best neighborhood”.  Families choose to stay and 
return to Bryn Mawr. 

Bryn Mawr is a thriving south side Minneapolis neighborhood located directly west of Downtown.  A 
part of the Cedar-Lakes-Isles planning district, it is in the northwestern corner of the 7th Ward.  Bryn 
Mawr was developed from farmland beginning in the mid-1800’s when it was promoted as a “garden 
suburb” or “amenity zone,” due to its proximity to the lakes and to an abundance of green space.  
Pocketed roughly between Kenwood, Cedar Lake, Wirth Park, Bassett Creek and Bryn Mawr Meadows, 
the neighborhood is characterized by its long-time stability and its quietude.  It remains surrounded by 
over 650 acres of parks, lakes and trails and retains much of its original small town charm, while having
very good access to some of the best urban and natural features of Minneapolis and the nearby suburbs. 

Bryn Mawr is the northwestern anchor to the City’s beautiful chain of lakes, yet it is just minutes from
numerous shopping and business centers; a number of important historic sites; a wide variety of cultural
and entertainment venues; two major sports facilities; and several colleges and universities.   About 
3000 people live within 1350 households that make up Bryn Mawr.  A diversity of building styles 
reflects our history, from Victorians to Tudors, colonials, bungalows, ramblers and contemporaries.  
Within Bryn Mawr’s boundaries are: Bryn Mawr Elementary School and Anwatin Middle School, Bryn 
Mawr Presbyterian Church and four small business districts scattered throughout the neighborhood. 

 
Bryn Mawr is a stable and desirable neighborhood, with a 
low crime rate and a percentage of active voters that 
exceeds that of both Minneapolis and Ward 7 by several 
points.  Its residents have moderately high levels of 
education and income.  The neighborhood also has one of 
the highest percentages of owner-occupied housing in the 
City, about 80 percent, according to the 1990 City tax 
records.  Properties are well maintained and improvement 
projects are common.  Turnover is low and houses sell 
quickly.  While prices are rising, values are still good. 

This Comprehensive Plan is meant to identify and explain 
who we are and our neighborhood strengths and 
challenges.  It asks: how do we maintain and develop the 

assets of Bryn Mawr and protect its strengths?  The plan attempts to answer questions of concern and 

Themes of the Comprehensive Plan 

•        Bryn Mawr will be a safe place to 
live, work and play. 

•        Bryn Mawr will maintain the 
residential character it has had 
through decades of change. 

•        Bryn Mawr will be a pleasant 
garden within the parks that 
surround it. 

•        Bryn Mawr will continue to be 
easily accessible as it manages the 
impact of streets and highways. 

•         Bryn Mawr will be a people 
oriented community. 
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identify challenge areas when action is needed.  It serves as an outline for the NRP (Neighborhood 
Revitalization Program) Action Plan, provides a guide to the Bryn Mawr Board and City agencies in the
development of projects and programs that address our challenges, and guides neighborhood groups in
preparing and advancing projects needing the support of neighborhood. 

This document is organized around six topic areas.  Within these topics, the assets of the neighborhood 
are identified along with the challenges.  More specific action items are further identified in each topic 
area.  Action items may further lead to projects proposed by individual neighbors, by NRP
subcommittees, by the Bryn Mawr Neighborhood Association Board and its committees or by City
agencies. 
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Purpose of the Bryn Mawr NRP Comprehensive Plan 

Comprehensive Plan  
This comprehensive plan is meant to provide an easy-to-
understand and graphic view into the character of the
Bryn Mawr neighborhood.  What are the specific 
characteristics that make Bryn Mawr unique and which
of those characteristics warrant preservation or
attention?  The plan is meant to strengthen and sustain 
our sense of community and maintain the “nostalgic”
aura of the neighborhood. 

Audiences for Plan 

Residents and Business Owners of the Neighborhood
Bryn Mawr residents and business owners can use the
plan to obtain an understanding of the neighborhood, its
past development, present strengths and concerns for its
future.  It provides a framework to judge and categorize
activities that may require funding or residents’ support. 

Neighborhood Revitalization Program (NRP) 

This comprehensive plan is meant to provide a framework for the Bryn Mawr Action Plan, for the
implementation of Bryn Mawr goals and for the use of remaining NRP allocated funds.  The NRP was 
established to provide neighborhood input into the allocation of funds available for neighborhoods in the
city from the Minneapolis City Council, the Minneapolis School Board, the Minneapolis Park and 
Recreation Board, the Minneapolis Library Board and the Hennepin County Commission.  In the NRP 
process, all Minneapolis neighborhoods are designated in one of three categories as needing redirection, 
revitalization or protection.  Each neighborhood is also allocated funds to support its vision and goals.  
Bryn Mawr, a protection neighborhood, has already participated in the NRP First Step initiatives and
projects funded under Early Access proposals.  

  
Bryn Mawr Neighborhood Association Board 

This plan will provide the BMNA Board with guidelines
for responding to action items and projects brought to
them.  It will give the Board a perspective in discussions 
with developers, City agencies, NRP and Board sub-
committees or individuals about how their ideas fit with
the vision and goals of the neighborhood.  The plan 

Steps to Finalize the Comprehensive Plan 

•        Gather area input to complete the plan. 

•        Finalize the plan report. 

•        Gain acceptance of the plan from NRP 
sub-committees. 

•        Facilitate neighborhood-wide input. 

•        Update the plan to reflect all input. 

•        Prioritize the action items. 

•        Present to the BMNA Board. 

•        Present to the NRP Policy Board. 

•        Present to the Bryn Mawr Council 
Person and the City Planning 
Department. 

NRP Neighborhood Definitions 
Protection Neighborhoods 

Neighborhoods that are experiencing 
few social, physical and economic 
problems, but have concerns about the 
delivery of public services. 
  

Revitalization Neighborhoods 
Neighborhoods that are fundamentally 
sound, but are beginning to experience 
some social, physical and economic 
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provides a broad indication of support within the
neighborhood for action items.  It identifies the
procedure for gaining support from the Board and the
neighborhood to further develop and advance projects
for neighborhood approval and funding. 

  
City Agencies 

This plan provides City planners with an understanding of the specific goals and desires of Bryn Mawr.  
We hope this will be the genesis of proposals developed by public agencies that will advance the further
improvement of Bryn Mawr. 
  
  
Topic Areas 

The comprehensive plan is divided into six topic areas.  These topic areas detail various characteristics 
of Bryn Mawr.  They describe existing conditions and how the neighborhood has changed in the past ten
years.  Each topic area identifies Bryn Mawr attributes and strengths and sets out a vision for this topic 
area for the future.  Major challenges or concerns that presently exist or are seen in the next three to five 
years, are also noted.  Finally, each topic area lists some opportunities or strategies for dealing with 
these concerns and action items to take forward and implement. 

This plan is the work of many committed neighbors and the broader community.  It sings the praises of 
Bryn Mawr and is focused on keeping Bryn Mawr our enjoyable neighborhood.  You should find the 
plan informative and supportive of a vision for Bryn Mawr, as well as being a stimulus for identifying
and advancing improvements that will help maintain Bryn Mawr’s quality of life. 

  

 

problems. 
  
Redirection Neighborhoods 

Neighborhoods experiencing serious 
social, physical and economic 
problems. 
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Topic Area 1 — Richness of Community 

 
Bryn Mawr, as a neighborhood, has a deep 
richness to its community, in its community 
development, identity and the commitment of 
neighbors.  This topic has two focuses:
neighborhood involvement and housing 
characteristics. 

Bryn Mawr History 

Bryn Mawr is a neighborhood with a history.
There are families that have been in Bryn Mawr 
for many years who keep living here.  It is a
neighborhood that has withstood the negative 
effects of change: the suburban exodus and 
migration, the cutting through of a highway and 
subsequent expansion to a freeway and urban 
renewal around the neighborhood’s borders.
Bryn Mawr has maintained its perspective as a 
unified neighborhood through freeway splitting, 
school board decisions and residential 
development.  Neighbors work hard to maintain 

the integrity of the neighborhood. 

Blocks of aging homes, with collapsing basements from the moving blue clay that lay at the bottom of a
prehistoric river were cleared to develop Bryn Mawr Meadows.  Apart from some farm homes, the 
oldest residential subdivisions were closest to Downtown, i.e., east of Penn and near the streetcar line.  
By the 1920’s, Bryn Mawr was discovered and homes were built in all areas.  These included the lake 
cottages near Cedar Lake in Area 1 and the subdivision and in-fill with new housing that occurred in the 
1950’s, largely in Area 7 and in scattered empty lots.  The last big wave were houses, townhouses and 
apartments in Area 2 near Cedar Lake. 

 
Bryn Mawr contains historic sites including the Fruen Mill, (a
historic grain mill), Glenwood/Inglewood Water, the former site of
Burma-Shave (the company that developed the highway signs with
jingles to promote their product and highway safety) and the Laurel
Avenue Streetcar from Downtown that traveled to Bryn Mawr when
Cedar Lake Road was the main road to the West from the City. 
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Bryn Mawr Neighbor Participation 

The Bryn Mawr Improvement Association organization was
credited to John Diegel.  It helped get the area zoned residential.  A 
verbal rumor which colorizes this purpose was that the Kenwood
area did not want the tracks to be part of their neighborhood but
Bryn Mawr’s.  Whether the changing yards or roundhouse were the
actual problem is unknown.  This later led to Cedar Lake Park being 
included in Bryn Mawr. 

Various other groups emerged over the years to answer the needs of
the neighborhood.  The Bryn Mawr Community Organization met at 
the Dayton Hudson building for its annual meeting.  It was a fancy
affair with silver-service.  There were speakers at the meeting and
problems of the community were discussed, however, the purpose
was primarily social. 

The Bryn Mawr School Parent Teacher Association was most active
on school concerns, and problems affecting children but not general
concerns. 

As children grew and left the elementary, many families missed the
contacts they had made and the Bryn Mawr Community League was
formed for social purposes.  In addition, alumnae of the school, 
circa 1920-1940, continue to meet as the Bryn Mawr Kids yearly. 

The Community School Council came into being when school
lunches were introduced through Community Education to the
elementary.  The PTA invited Paul Boranian of Community

Education to make a presentation about Community Education at the school.  In the fall of 1969, the 
Community School of Bryn Mawr was started with an Advisory Council of 15 members.  In 1973, the 
Social Concerns Committee of the Community School Council established a Highway Task Force to
study the issue of the proposed  
I-394.  As a result of the work of this Task Force, a neighborhood organization (BMNA) was re-
established to address additional concerns and needs of the residents of Bryn Mawr.  The Council and 
Community Education were moved to Anwatin in 1974 when the District purchased the old St.
Margaret’s school as a middle school.  In 1977, the Anwatin Community School was one of those in the 
city chosen to be a recipient of Mott Foundation funds through the Stimulate Neighborhood Action
Process (SNAP) program.  With these funds, and additional monies raised by neighbors, they engaged in
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projects such as the Summer Fun Club for children, Block Clubs, joint contracting for home
maintenance and improvements, a professional study of troubled youth, a Cooperative Day Care Center,
a canoe trip for teens to BWCA and a single parents workshop.  The Community School Council had the 
active cooperation of the BMNA. 

The Bryn Mawr Neighborhood Association began publishing a newsletter in the spring of 1974 and was
formally incorporated in 1976.  A Town Meeting was held in 1976 under the auspices of the BMNA.  
The highway moratorium was a direct result of this day-long training and communication program.  The 
BMNA has changed the original five areas to seven, continues the monthly publication of the Bugle, 
sponsors the annual Festival of Garage Sales (originally semi-annually), continues work on the 
infringement of the highway in our neighborhood, uses block clubs to decrease crime, holds the annual
meeting and potluck in the spring, supports an ice cream social in the summer and conducts a fall
membership drive.  For a decade the BMNA ran a recycling program for our neighborhood, first on the 
southern end of Penn Avenue and then by contracting with Mr. Frank until the City began its recycling 
program.  The Bryn Mawr Bugle has received awards over the years.  The neighborhood is well known 
and continues to provide coordination of activities and leadership in improving our neighborhood
through active participation by residents.  The Neighborhood Revitalization Program is a continuation of
the Bryn Mawr neighborhood activism. 

Bryn Mawr is a very active neighborhood in participating in politics.  Voter participation for the 1996 
general election ranked Bryn Mawr’s Precinct 7-1 second in the city for turnout with 76 percent.  This 
compares to a 68 percent turnout for the city.  Bryn Mawr neighbors are also active participants in the 
caucus process.  In 1996, 83 Democrats and 20 Republicans turned out for their caucus. 

Neighborhood Identification 

Bryn Mawr has a strong neighborhood identity that encompasses the area from the western city limits of
Minneapolis along Glenwood Avenue to Bassett Creek around Bryn Mawr Meadows to the north shore
of Cedar Lake and then west of Cedar Lake to 26th Street.  However, various organizations and 
agencies, including the Minneapolis School Board, the Park Board and the Board of Realtors, have
sometimes failed to understand or ignored this territorial identity. 

Neighbors tend to be aware of what is going on in the neighborhood.  Bryn Mawr has a monthly, 
informative newspaper, the Bryn Mawr Bugle that is delivered to every neighbor.  The Bugle is 
supported by the Bryn Mawr Neighborhood Association and heavily relies on volunteers for articles,
publication and distribution.  There is strong participation and rallying when the neighborhood faces an 
issue. 

 
Bryn Mawr has a broad, diverse base of community
organizations.  It has a wealth of community organizations
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such as the League of Women Voters, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts,
a Garden Club, a Senior Citizen’s Club and youth groups.  We 
have several community institutions: the Presbyterian Church
has been a rich resource for the community for years,
providing open hospitality, initiating the garage sale, providing
space for meetings; the police substation; library bookmobile;
Bryn Mawr Elementary School and  Anwatin Middle School,
providing space for community meetings, polling booths and
community education. 

  
Bryn Mawr Attractiveness  

Bryn 
Mawr 
attracts 
and holds 
residents 
to its well-
maintained

diverse housing.  People seek out Bryn Mawr because it has a community feel of connectedness,
neighborliness and an attractive mix of housing.  Many people watch want ads and ask about houses for 
sale in Bryn Mawr.  One of the reasons is that home ownership is a good investment here.  Some of the 
housing stock is less attractive to those looking for attached garages, homes with large garages, large
lots, etc.  The smaller size of many homes influences the size of households.  These smaller homes in 
recent years, however, are attractive to more single, professional homeowners.  Bryn Mawr also faces 
some competition from new housing amenities in the suburbs.  Bryn Mawr has not kept up with trends 
to two- and three-car garages, great rooms, etc.  Many other features continue to make it a popular 
neighborhood. 

Bryn Mawr is made up of neighbors who appreciate the “new urbanism” already in place here.  Some of 
these elements include narrow streets, tree-lined boulevards, sidewalks, alleys for services and car 
access, lots with narrow frontages and shortened setbacks, smaller yards with limited amounts of grass
and homes with front porches.  In suburban developments, these popular features are referred to 
collectively as “New Urbanism.”  They reinforce and provide a positive “nostalgic aura.”  In addition, 
many of these features contribute to neighbor interaction and a sense of safety.  Other positive physical 
attributes such as parks, trails, gardens, centrally located schools and business service areas are
discussed later in this plan. 

 

 

Victorian 
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Bryn Mawr is characterized by its wide range of housing styles and homes built
in all of the development periods of the neighborhood.   According to the 1990 census there were 735 
housing structures built before 1940, 398 built between 1941 and 1960 and 250 built since 1961.  Even 
today, five new homes are being built.  This means there is a total of nearly 1400 houses in Bryn 
Mawr.   The mixture of styles and ages of homes and a variety of trees and vegetation creates
considerable variation in the landscape for the eye of a stroller, walker or even auto driver, and creates a
sense of variety and beauty in the neighborhood.  The demand for housing has contributed to 
exceptional maintenance.  These fix-up, clean-up, paint-up, remodeling attitudes reflect the pride and 
enterprise of Bryn Mawr’s neighbors. 

Land Use 

Nearly all the land available for structures is built upon in Bryn Mawr.  The majority of land in Bryn 
Mawr is zoned for single-family residences.  Less than 5 percent of the land is platted for multi-family 
homes, and a similar amount of land is platted for commercial use. 

 
Most neighbors want single-family homes for next-door neighbors.  There are a 
few small locations currently occupied by business, which are near freeway

frontage roads and along the public transit line that offer potential opportunity for multiple dwellings,
townhouses or other types of higher density, clustered housing. 

 
The most significant challenges are the future use of some areas currently used
for businesses.  Areas that have a potential to have their use zoning changed 

include: Chestnut businesses, Downtown Bryn Mawr, South I-394 frontage road, US West complex, 
Cedar Lake Road strip, The Dayton/Target site, South of Chestnut/West of Upton, the school complex, 
Fruen mill, City Public Works land and home-based businesses.  Most of Bryn Mawr’s current usage is 
consistent with the vision of Bryn Mawr as a residential neighborhood.  Approximately 90-95 percent of 
Bryn Mawr is residential.  The current mix of retail services is neighborhood oriented and fits well into
Bryn Mawr.  There are issues with the Public Works land and with the land north of Bryn Mawr
Meadows, across the tracks.  Ideas have been discussed that would require changing the current zoning
of the property.  These include: the US West property and creating bus access to the school complex
through this property, Cedar Lake Trail access from the Penn terminus, attracting a developer for the
property north of the Meadows and across the tracks and creating multi-unit senior housing on the South 
frontage road of I-394. 

Home Ownership  
More than 80 percent of homes in Bryn Mawr are owner occupied.  The 
remaining households are primarily two- and three-family duplexes with a 

limited number of four-plus, unit buildings.   

Four Square 

Bungalow 

Colonial 
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Housing Stock Condition 

With the high level of maintenance, the neighborhood has a relatively healthy housing stock.  There are 
few code violations, and considerable investment in maintenance and major improvements.  Over the 
past five years, more than $5,000,000 has been invested in some form of significant improvement,
remodeling or addition. 

Despite the high level of investment, the age of the housing stock requires on-going maintenance.  
Residents on fixed incomes, in particular, often defer maintenance and repairs, which puts some of their
older homes at risk leading to major rehabilitation. 

 
Not everyone is able or financially capable of continuing to maintain their home
and garage.  The condition of garages is a major concern as some blocks have a 

number of garages that are tilting and in need of major maintenance or replacement.  Many retaining 
walls alongside alleys and sidewalks are tilting and in need of replacement.  The gravity feed furnaces
and heating systems in many homes are obsolete and inefficient.  In addition, many homes require 
substantial attention to windows, sills and frames that are weathering with evidence of dry rot.  Finally, 
some houses have roofs with many layers of shingles and need replacement.  Sidewalks and steps to 
some homes are in need of major replacement.   

 
In 1997, the Bryn Mawr Neighborhood Revitalization Program implemented
and executed a housing improvement program with the help of the contract

administrator, Center for Energy and the Environment.  The program carried income and type of 
improvement criteria, which limited the number of potential applicants.  There were 51 applicants and 
30 households selected for funding.  Twenty-two of the accepted applicants were able to close their
deferred loans, eight homeowners received a match by the NRP program for their loan and the
remaining 14 provided their own match. 

From this program the NRP Housing Committee learned several things.  Overall, the Bryn Mawr 
housing stock is in very good condition, with most homeowners needing to complete one or two
improvements.  Many homeowners do have sufficient resources to access for home improvements.  
However, for those who do not, Bryn Mawr NRP may wish to continue its housing improvement efforts.

 
The first NRP Home Improvement program was able to address some serious
needs in housing stock.  Of the 22 households supported, the value of cash

added improvements was about $100,000.  Because there were nearly 20 applicants who did qualify for 
the program who did not fit the final project improvement criteria, there is a demonstrated need for more
housing investment by the neighborhood. 

Housing Availability  

Tudor 

Rambler 

Split Entry 

Contemporary 
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Homes in Bryn Mawr tend to sell quickly.  In 1997, the vacancy rate in Bryn 
Mawr is _____ percent.  The average home for sale remains on the housing market for _____ days, with 
a range of as low as _____ days to as long as _____ days.  Over the last 5 years, the housing stock has 
had a _____ percent turnover rate compared to an average in Minneapolis of _____ percent. 

Because of rising real estate prices and a dwindling supply of “fixer upper” homes, Bryn Mawr has 
become a second-purchase neighborhood as opposed to the starter homes of a generation ago.  Smaller 
homes and higher prices also tend to attract a unique blend of residents: professional singles and young
couples, families with one or two children, empty nesters who raised children in the neighborhood, and
long-term resident seniors.  This diversity presents opportunities for social and commercial activities in 
Bryn Mawr, while it also suggests some outward movement after a short-term investment as families 
increase in size... 

While there are problems with the housing stock, there are a rapidly decreasing number of “fixer”
houses available.  Home values continue to increase.  The median selling price of a home in Bryn Mawr 
was $84,000 in 1990, the 1997 average in September stood at $129,000. 

Challenges/Concerns 

•        Bryn Mawr has a base of aging housing stock that will require continuous, substantial maintenance. 

•        Bryn Mawr is positioned next to Harrison, a redirection neighborhood whose residents, on average, 
have lower incomes than homeowners in Bryn Mawr and which has an older, less well maintained
housing stock. 

•        There is limited availability of housing for growing families, especially with additional bedrooms, 
which means there will be turnover in growing, younger families and people with expanding housing
expectations. 

•        Neighbors who are immediately impacted by projects by the City, MNDOT, Park Board or other 
public agencies are often not given sufficient notice of the projects. 

•        All City neighborhoods designated as “protection” status are viewed by the City assessors as 
undervalued, which leads to increases in the tax value of homes and an increase in property taxes.  
As this continues, it will adversely affect the attractiveness of Bryn Mawr for first-time homeowners 
and may discourage some with lower incomes from maintaining their homes. 

•        Any new housing development should be sensitive to the design context of the neighborhood area. 

•        Bryn Mawr neighborhood projects rely on volunteerism.  This means the neighborhood needs to 
develop a resource base of volunteers.  This is made more difficult by the sense that neighbors have 
only a limited time available for these community activities. 

•        New people need to be warmly and effectively welcomed to the neighborhood and engaged to 
become active neighbors. 

  
Action Items/Priorities 

•        Expand Bryn Mawr’s housing program on a demonstrated-need basis to increase the numbers of 
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homes and the types of improvements that are supported. 

•        Expand the range of financial programs to facilitate additional housing, garage and yard
maintenance and improvement projects. 

•        Maintain the Bryn Mawr Neighborhood identity and integrity as part of the Cedar-Lakes-Isles 
planning district by providing continuous information to City agencies including the School Board,
Police, Park Board and Planning Department. 

•        Work with and educate Realtors to maintain Bryn Mawr’s image and position. 

•        Find ways to increase support of the Bryn Mawr Neighborhood Association and its committees.  
Increase memberships of all households and commercial businesses in the area and encourage
residents to actively take a part in the organization’s Board and its committees and task forces. 

•        Increase turnout to events co-sponsored with Harrison, e.g., the Bassett Creek cleanup. 

•        Increase turnout to neighborhood get togethers, including National Night Out, the annual meeting,
ice cream social and the Festival of Garage Sales. 

•        Maintain “Welcome Wagon” program to welcome new residents 

•        Install an information kiosk with map of Downtown in relation to neighborhood as a whole.  On the 
reverse, place a bulletin board with current events under glass or plexiglas. 
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Topic 2 — Neighborhood Focus and Activity in its Retail Setting 

Bryn Mawr’s shopping district is small in contrast to the backdrop of regional shopping opportunities.  It 
symbolizes a place where, in times past, a busy little shopping district grew up at the end of a streetcar
line, where several major city streets crossed, to serve surrounding residents in the pre-auto era.  Today 
the streetcar is gone and the freeway is here.  Neighborhood residents have unlimited accessibility and 
the option of “modern” shopping at regional malls, and strip commercial districts. Millions of square 
feet of retail space and hundreds of stores are within fifteen minutes driving time.  Downtown 
Minneapolis, with more than 2,000,000 square feet of retail space, is literally within walking distance.  It 
is only a short drive to Uptown at Hennepin and Lake.  Major regional centers like the Golden Valley
Shopping Center, Ridgedale Mall, Byerlys and Target and the new mega stores of St. Louis Park are 
also only minutes away.  In spite of all this, Bryn Mawr’s busy little corner of commerce has outlasted 
change and exists today as an important place of activity and focus for the neighborhood. 

Downtown Bryn Mawr 

Bryn Mawr’s shopping district grew up near the heart of the neighborhood, on the intersection of Cedar
Lake road and Penn Avenue.  This is where the old streetcar line ended.  There are also a few businesses 
located at the intersection of Cedar Lake Road and Oliver Avenue.  The businesses in this location are 
separated from the body of the neighborhood’s retail by several homes. 

  

needs of neighborhood residents.  Several grocery stores, a drug store, a hardware merchant and other 
businesses thrived at this location.  Even a macaroni factory was located on the corner.  Today, only a 
small food market, hair salon and service station cater to the traditional convenience needs of the
residents. 
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The major “contributors” to the visual character
of Bryn Mawr’s commercial center are two large 
corner landmark structures and an auto service 
station.  These are on the intersection of Cedar 
Lake Road and Penn Avenue South.  Most of
the businesses are found in the northwest corner 
building where a market, deli, hair salon and 
travel agent are found.  This building also has 

three apartments and an office used as a studio on the second level, above the storefronts.  The building 
on the southwest corner continues the commercial theme, with its first level storefronts occupied by a
chiropractic office, antique and coffee shops.  This building is predominantly residential.  It contains ten 
apartments: two half-basement units, two units on a mid-level and six units on the upper level.  On the 
northeast corner is a large service station.  It sells convenience items, (pop, snacks, bait and fishing 
licenses), but its business is primarily gas and auto repair.  The other commercial uses at this intersection 
include a single-family rambler house used as a dental office; a storefront police substation with two 
residential units above; an accessory garage structure converted to a garden store; a telephone
substation; a residential structure serving as a lodge hall; and a small structure housing a mixed home
business/dry cleaning/shoe repair establishment.  On Cedar Lake Road and Oliver Avenue, a daycare 
service occupies the storefront of an older commercial/residential structure.  A coffee shop occupies the 
corner space of a single storied commercial structure.  The remainder of this building is rented as office 
space and to musicians. 

The problems of Bryn Mawr’s commercial center are typical of many neighborhood retail centers 
throughout the city.  Once busy shopping streets, most have fallen on hard times as people moved in 
cars to larger shopping centers and stores.  What is unusual in Bryn Mawr is that there are no vacant
storefronts.  The neighborhood’s center has adapted to market forces without collapsing.  In the past, 
businesses there retailed primarily convenience goods and services to the neighborhood.  It is now a 
busy corner of specialized retail business of which few depend on nearby residents as customers. 

Commercial Zoning Issues 

There is a need to decide the scale of future business needs.  Byrn Mawr’s commercial center is unique 
because it is a mix of residential and retail commercial uses.  The zoning district boundary, Business 
District 2S-2, includes more residential properties that never developed into retail uses than business 
establishments or commercial structures.  The future will bring a modest expansion and development of
new commercial uses, but these will be largely contained within the area presently zoned for commercial
purposes.  As business opportunities emerge, some services may also fit nicely into the neighborhood
while others may conflict with the surrounding residential uses.  Current City zoning provisions do not,
by themselves, provide the necessary tools to protect the neighborhood from possible negative uses. 
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Design Principles for Downtown Bryn Mawr’s Future  
The neighborhood’s vision of the 
retail/housing center is that it will consist of 
shops that increasingly serve the residents of 
Bryn Mawr with convenience goods and 
services in an area that is attractive and 
appealing to customers and economically 
rewarding to the merchants.  It will be a
community center, where residents see each 
other, find information and experience part 

of the neighborliness that is a hallmark of Bryn Mawr.  To achieve this vision, principles are identified 
to guide the future development and improvement of the area. 

The specific purpose of these principles is (1) to increase an awareness of design as a way of addressing
the sense of place, the attractiveness and cohesiveness of the center among neighborhood residents; and
(2) to suggest rules for those embarking on planning and designing of and renovations and expansions to
commercial projects. 

Future building improvements and additions should enhance the character of the original buildings.  The 
two main commercial buildings contribute most to defining the character of the neighborhood’s 
commercial center.  Future renovations should take into account the original design and scale of each
structure.  Their facades should remain as an expression of individuality and texture.  Awnings can 
provide a unifying theme and help define scale.  Signs should be fixed to the building that are non-
flashing, scaled appropriately and limited to the identification of retail activities. 

  
Th
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neighborhood.  The primary retail and service businesses should provide products and services directed
to neighborhood residents, businesspersons and employees for daily consumption.  Residents ideally 
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should be able to buy nearly all of their everyday grocery needs.  They should be able to get a haircut, 
dine out, eat a snack, sip a cup of coffee and enjoy a good book close to home.  Personal and family 
services such as daycare and medical might also be located here.  Destination retail and services, 
businesses that market their products to consumers from outside the neighborhood, should be limited to
personal services, restaurants, apparel, boutiques, antiques, specialty foods, etc.  No twenty-four hour 
business operations should be tolerated.  The expansion of auto service and repairs should be controlled
and the sale of vehicles and auto parts should be prohibited. 

The land use mix should enhance the pedestrian quality of the streets, reduce vehicular trips and
reinforce the existing varied character of the neighborhood.  This use mix should encourage the 
development of businesses that support each other.  Business operations should not be so large as to 
dominate or be of such a character as to conflict with the residential character of the surrounding
neighborhood.  Developments and business expansions must adhere to the neighborhood scale.  The 
relationship of all aspects of future development should be studied as to how it may affect the value of
adjacent properties and the neighborhood. 

  
Streetscape 

Careful development of open space and the streetscape is critical to creating a sense of place and an
inviting atmosphere.  Trees, landscaping and well-designed open spaces should visually define the limits 
of the neighborhood’s retail center and create a pedestrian-friendly environment.  Penn Avenue and 
Cedar Lake Road, especially along commercial storefronts, might have distinct lighting, street furniture 
and trees that provide dimension, unity and continuity.  The gardens of Bryn Mawr Presbyterian Church 
on the west end and the Oliver Triangle on the east end, should be enhanced into major landmarks
creating a friendly environment and punctuating the visual experience of the adjacent retail center. 

Challenges/Concerns 

•        Bryn Mawr’s commercial center is healthier than many neighborhood commercial areas in the City.
There is only one commercial vacancy, the police substation storefront.  

•        Deferred building maintenance leading to general deterioration  

•        Bus stop blocks a major retail frontage. 

•        Lack of off-street parking and loading facilities.  

•        Lack of significant aesthetic features; presence of unsightly utility poles.   

•        Close proximity of the commercial sites in a residential neighborhood creates additional problems
with garbage, unkempt parking area, etc. 

•        Substandard building conditions.  

•        Unpaved driveways and parking areas.  
 

•        Housing units that are not Americans with 
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Disabilities Act (ADA) accessible.  

•        Lack of public restrooms.  

•        Developing the US West building (on Penn
Avenue) into storefronts, meeting spaces, etc. 

Action Items/Priorities 

•        Establish and fund a planning committee for 
Downtown Bryn Mawr.  This planning 
committee would be responsible for organizing a
business association, defining the study area,
identifying critical issues, developing a master
plan and implementing plan changes. 

•        These ideas should be addressed: 

•        Address traffic patterns — pedestrian, bicycle 
and automobile — at the juncture of Penn and
Laurel Avenues and Cedar Lake Road.  Parking 
needs in Downtown, possibly with diagonal
parking and narrowing Laurel Avenue at this 
point. 

•        Consider closing Cedar Lake Road between
Russell and Penn Avenues and turning this into a
pedestrian mall. 

•        Incorporate plantings, historical markers, signs 
and banners as a means of honoring our cultural
heritage.  Extend the expanding front yard and 
boulevard gardens to the Downtown.  Look to
Bloomsbury for inspiration. 

•        Create a series of beautifully designed and well-
executed neighborhood sculptures. 

•        Address the aesthetic image of the commercial storefronts. 

•        We want future building improvements and additions that enhance the individuality of original 
buildings. Renovations should take into account the design and scale of the structure and
neighboring architecture. Awnings should be designed to unify and define scale. Facades should
express individuality and texture.  Utilities should be placed underground. Future area lighting,
street furniture and trees should be used to provide dimension, unity and continuity. 

•        Stores and shops that provide convenience goods and services to our residents should be the 
frameworks for business activity of the area. Residents should be able to buy nearly all of their
everyday grocery needs locally; they should be able to get their haircut, have lunch, eat a snack,
sip a cup of coffee and enjoy a good book close to home. Access to personal and family services
such as daycare and medical are essential. Overall, the business operations must not dominate or
conflict with the residential character of the surrounding neighborhood. 

•        Provide attractive street furniture, signage and lighting. 

•        Break up the expanse of concrete sidewalks with planting beds, trees, bollards, bike racks, 
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decorative light and banner poles. 

•        Engage the business and property owners in this area to determine their plans, hopes and
expectations for the future.  Support the formation of a business association. 

•        Encourage and support neighborhood hours of operations. 

•        Increase visibility of businesses in the Bugle and through the BMNA Board.  Publish Bugle articles 
that highlight the businesses — help promote and market, mail the Bugle to the businesses, identify 
the Downtown business district as an area represented in the Bugle and on the BMNA Board, 
develop an on-going relationship between the BMNA Board and businesses. 
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Topic 3 — Neighborhood within a Park
 
Bryn Mawr is a neighborhood surrounded by 
public parks.  Residents have immediate access 
to over 1,000 acres of parkland and open space.
Each of the parks along the neighborhood’s 
perimeter has its own individual character, yet 
they are all connected to form a triangular island 
of green along the western edge of Minneapolis.
Approximately 50 percent of the land in Bryn 
Mawr is park or green space.  Bryn Mawr is also 

a neighborhood with many gardens and beautifully maintained private spaces.   

Public Parks 

At the Eastern point of the triangle is Bryn Mawr Meadows, a regional athletic field park of wide-open 
spaces.  The Meadows contains 11 softball fields, two baseball fields, two soccer fields, two basketball
courts, two tennis courts, cricket fields, plus a tot lot and a wading pool for neighborhood use.  In the 
winter, there is a skating area and a hockey rink.  The park building contains restrooms and a multi-
purpose room.  There are plans to construct a batting cage near the building.  The fields are largely used
by organized sports leagues that attract many visitors.  When they are not in use for these scheduled 
activities, they are available for neighborhood recreation sport teams and pick-up games.  During the 
spring and early summer scheduled leagues cover the Meadows with games and create a major parking
problem for nearby residents together with increased concern for noise, trash and safety.  The fields are 
heavily used.  The park building, with restrooms that do not meet Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) standards, is in need of remodeling or replacement.  At the northern end of the Meadows, an 
open area has been reclaimed as a natural prairie.  To the east of the meadows, across the railroad tracks,
is a large piece of land owned by the Minneapolis Public Works Department.  This land could be better 
utilized for overflow parking for the Meadows.  It is currently used for materials storage and is the site
for the City’s concrete crushing facility. 

Along the southern edge of Bryn Mawr is the Cedar Lake area that contains a variety of park amenities.  
The Cedar Lake Trail provides bicycle commuter and recreational users and pedestrians a scenic link
between St. Louis Park and Downtown Minneapolis.  This trail will be further extended to an existing 
trail along the Mississippi River.  Cedar Lake provides a swimming beach, additional paths, canoeing 
opportunities and fishing areas for Bryn Mawr residents. Cedar Lake Parkway connects this lake to the 
rest of the chain of lakes to the South and to Theodore Wirth Parkway to the North. 

Along the western edge of much of Bryn Mawr is the 740-acre Theodore Wirth Park, a regional park of 
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mostly unmanaged hilly and wooded expanses with extensive recreational paths.  In the southern part of  
the park is Theodore Wirth Parkway, the restored Tamarack Bog, the quiet and reflective 14 acre Eloise
Butler Wildflower Garden and a cross-country ski racing course.  The park continues north to the Wirth
Lake area, with its swimming beach, fishing pier, adjacent playground and picnic areas.  It is within 
Golden Valley but is administered by the Minneapolis Park Board.  Farther north of Highway 55 is the 
Theodore Wirth Recreational Area, containing two public golf courses which double as a cross country
ski course and sledding hill in the winter. 

 
The northern border of Bryn Mawr is defined by the 
Bassett Creek Valley, a strip of wooded area, open 
spaces and flood plain along both sides of Bassett 
Creek.  On the northern edge, adjoining Harrison, 
there are three ball diamonds and a soccer field, while 
on the south side, in Bryn Mawr, there are four tennis 
courts, playgrounds and recreational paths.  The J.D
Rivers Community Gardens is planned for this area.  
The Bassett Creek bicycle commuter trail is planned 
to traverse this valley, connecting Wirth Park to Bryn 
Mawr Meadows and the Cedar Lake Trail and 
Downtown. 

The park and garden-like areas surrounding Bryn 
Mawr are further emphasized by many neighbors and 

organizations who are replacing sodded front yards and boulevards with exquisite, terraced gardens for
the appreciation of all who pass by.  Several triangular green spaces created by intersecting streets are 
also maintained as gardens by the Bryn Mawr Garden Club and adjacent neighbors.  The largest of these 
projects is the triangle at Upton Avenue and the north frontage road along I-394. 

Boulevard tree planting with a mixture of tree species was completed for most of the neighborhood
following the devastation of the dominant trees from Dutch elm disease.  The maintenance of grass and 
the watering of trees on these strips of land are primarily the responsibility of homeowners.  Some 
homeowners have personalized these boulevards with plantings of flowers and other varieties of trees. 

The framing of our community by public parks not only serves to define the neighborhood’s boundaries, 
but it also connects the community to those adjoining it in attractive ways that encourage a sharing of
park facilities.  We wish to preserve our parklands and improve their relationship to our neighborhood 
within a park. 

Challenges/Concerns 
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•        Ensure adequate easy access to all neighborhood parks and open spaces. 

•        Safety within the parks. 

•        Under utilization of the Basset Creek Valley and the Fruen Mill area. 

•        The absence of a comprehensive plan that unifies and connects all surrounding parks and open 
spaces. 

•        The lack of maintenance in all parks, for example, the deteriorating condition of the area along 
Bassett Creek adjacent to Fruen Mill. 

•        The negative aesthetic appearance of the Public Works land east of Bryn Mawr Meadows. 

•        The deficiency of adequate parking facilities for park users. 

•        The poor water quality of Cedar, Brownie and Wirth Lakes. 

•        The maintenance of wetlands and water holding areas that naturally filter runoff water, particularly 
Basset Creek. 

•        Undefined borders and gateways of Bryn Mawr.  The need of unifying elements among and between
the seven areas of Bryn Mawr. 

•        The unsightly appearance and difficult pedestrian circulation of the Penn Avenue and I-394 
interchange, especially on the south side of I-394. 

•        Litter within the parks and generated by park users. 

•        Noise and nuisances created by park users, especially at the Bryn Mawr Meadows and Wirth Lake. 

•        The lack of awareness that Kenwood Recreation Center, with its facilities and activities, is Bryn 
Mawr’s designated “neighborhood” park — and the insufficiency of activities within the 
neighborhood. 

•        Lack of adequate communications from the Park Board for proposed park improvements. 

•        The lack of adequate access to sport fields for neighborhood use at Bryn Mawr Meadows and 
Anwatin. 

Action Items/Priorities 

•        Encourage participation in the Blooming Boulevards program and promote the winners. 

•        Improve parking for users of Bryn Mawr Meadows. 

•        Improve non-motorized access to all neighborhood parks. 

•        Add access points to Cedar Lake Trail at the south end of Penn Avenue or via the proposed Bassett 
Creek Trail bridge. 

•        Improve Cedar Lake Trail access point at Ewing Avenue. 

•        Add a bridge that spans the creek west of Anwatin School to improve access to Wirth Park by 
students and neighborhood residents. 

•        Improve the pedestrian trail west of Bassett Creek, across from Fruen Mill. 

•        In conjunction with the Harrison neighborhood, develop the proposed Bassett Creek Trail and create 
additional amenities in the Bassett Creek Valley to transform this area into a beautiful natural setting 
that is easily and safely accessible to everyone. 
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•        Find alternative uses for the Fruen Mill that are compatible with adjacent neighbors and take
advantage of the park environment. 

•        Improve the connection to and communication with the Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board.  
Increase awareness of proposed plans and allow input into the planning process that would foster
neighborhood discussion. 

•        Support watershed education and provide a topographic map or 3D model of the neighborhood
runoff system. 

•        Add garbage cans at all parks to allow users to properly dispose of trash. 

•        Increase Park Police patrols of the parks to minimize after hours activities and ensure the safety of
all park users. 

•        Develop additional sport fields at the school complex for use by students and neighborhood
residents. 

•        Maintain and improve all park facilities, especially the following: 

•        Bryn Mawr Meadows park building by updating the restroom facilities to Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) standards and increasing the capacity. 

•        The paths along the Cedar Lake Parkway. 

•        The soccer fields and ball diamonds at the Meadows. 

•        Rename the swimming beach on the west side of Cedar Lake to Bryn Mawr Beach (or similar 
name) to increase the connection to the neighborhood. 

•        Develop a way to emphasize Laurel Avenue and possibly Upton Avenue as streets that unify several 
neighborhood areas.  One option is to narrow the streets at the intersection points (throating) to
create a parkway-like look without losing on-street parking.  Also, the use of banners and street 
furniture can help highlight the importance of these streets — especially Laurel Avenue which 
connects the school complex, with Downtown Bryn Mawr and with the Meadows. 

•        Add an information kiosk at Bryn Mawr Meadows that would list all the park rules, hours of the
building and any special activities that are planned. 

•        Develop the Public Works property east of the Meadows into a parking area to be used by Cedar
Lake Trail users and ballplayers going to the Meadows. 

 
•        Install new “Welcome to Bryn Mawr” signs that 

reflect the neighborhood’s values at all the 
neighborhood gateways. 

•        Facilitate the expansion of the trend of private front
yard gardens through landscaping classes by local
experts or professional landscapers. 

•        Support the neighborhood beautification activities
of the Bryn Mawr Garden Club. 

•        Include Kenwood Park building activities listings in 
the Bryn Mawr Bugle. 

•        Board sponsored activities at the school complex 
(e.g., open gym time). 
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•        Research and develop educational, historical and
environmental sites within the parks. 

•        Ensure that responsible agencies manage Basset 
Creek flow in a natural and aesthetically pleasing
way.  Correct the erosion problem of the Creek near 
Fruen Mill by recreating falls and stone walls that
were originally constructed. 

•        Develop a comprehensive plan that unifies all
surrounding parks and open spaces. 
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Topic 4 — Neighbors Active and Safe in the Neighborhood

Bryn Mawr is one of the safer neighborhoods in the City of Minneapolis.  Residents feel safe and 
comfortable in Bryn Mawr.  The majority of offenses that do occur are Type 2 offenses, burglary of 
dwelling, robbery of person, stranger assault, other assault, auto theft, theft from auto, vandalism and
CSR stranger.  Of these offenses, those occurring most are crimes of opportunity involving theft from
personal property: car, garage, home and limited auto theft.  There have been limited Type 1 crimes in 
Bryn Mawr.  These offenses include burglary and robbery of a business, exposure by a stranger, 
narcotics and prostitution.  In the last three years, there have been no Type 1 crimes reported.  Monthly 
police activity reports are published in the Bugle. 

Police Coverage 

Bryn Mawr receives police protection from two of the City’s five precincts.  The northern half of the 
neighborhood and the area south of I-394 and north of Cedar Lake is protected by the Fourth Precinct 
from north Minneapolis.  The area west of Cedar Lake and east of Ewing Avenue is protected by the 
Fifth Precinct from south Minneapolis.  The Bryn Mawr Meadows, Wirth Park and Cedar Lake Park 
Trail are also protected by the Minneapolis Park Patrol.  The Fourth Precinct squad cars also patrol the 
Harrison neighborhood.  The Fifth Precinct patrol covers the Cedar-Isles-Dean neighborhood, which has 
crime rates similar to Bryn Mawr.  In 1996, with the creation of the Downtown Command for the 
Downtown, Loring Park and Elliot Park neighborhoods, Bryn Mawr lost one patrol beat due to 
restructuring.  In 1997, there is not a noticeable increase in crime due to the loss of this squad.  The Fifth 
Precinct occasionally answers calls in Bryn Mawr’s southern area and the Downtown command will 
occasionally answer a neighborhood call. 

Patrol officers enjoy patrolling Bryn Mawr because of the low incidence of crime, the quiet nature of the
area and the fact that residents express their sincere appreciation to the officers regularly.  Currently 
there are no citizen patrols taking place in Bryn Mawr.  From a CCP/SAFE perspective, citizen patrols 
are a good mechanism in which to meet people and give an opportunity to deter crimes and socialize
formally. 

The Park Police patrol parts of Bryn Mawr because of Theodore Wirth Park, the Bryn Mawr Meadows 
and Cedar Lake Trail.  Both regular Police and Park Police patrol these areas. 

Bryn Mawr residents and the Bryn Mawr Neighborhood Association also sponsor a neighborhood Police
substation in Downtown Bryn Mawr.  The substation serves as a local office for police patrols, and an
information source for residents.  There has been a lower incidence of crime in Bryn Mawr.  It seems 
that the substation presence has been a deterrent to crime. 

Community Building 
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There are 60 people in Bryn Mawr who are block captains, although many have not had formal
CCP/SAFE training.  Currently, the neighborhood has only four McGruff Houses for children to go
when they are locked out or threatened.  These houses are shelters for kids in need of safe places. 

The strength of community also strengthens crime prevention in Bryn Mawr.  The “small town” aspect 
of the neighborhood encourages neighbors to look after someone’s home when vacationing or watch for 
vandals and suspicious behavior in alleys or on the sidewalk.  This informal network reinforces the 
Block Watch system sponsored by the Police Department. 

Bryn Mawr also supports the National Night Out Program every summer.  On average, there are 
approximately a dozen National Night Out parties in the neighborhood each year. 

Lighting 

Street and alley lighting and the electric lines that serve them and the homes pose some questions for the
neighborhood.  These relate to the frequency of the lights in a block as it may affect perceptions of 
safety, the appearance of the lighting fixtures and of the poles and overhead wires.  On some streets 
these overhead wires directly affect the height of trees and their trimming.  Some residents are interested 
in burying at least the major feeder electric lines while others want more lighting provided by the city in
their block. 

Alley and street lighting also encourage safe passage in Bryn Mawr.  While lighting is up to code with 
City standards, most alleys and some mid-blocks are poorly lighted and could use lighting 
improvements.  In the summer months, many residents are out on the streets, walking babies, dogs or
just strolling to see neighbors or Downtown.  This street activity both fosters a sense of community and 
strengthens safety in the neighborhood.  Bike trails are not heavily lighted.  This design element was 
incorporated into long-range plans to encourage more wildlife and natural environments along the Cedar
Lake Trail and proposed Bassett Creek Trail. 

 
Challenges/Concerns 

•        Sustain/lower current crime rates, reduce crimes of
opportunity, i.e., garage doors open, cars unlocked, etc. 

•        Ensure continued safety in parks and open spaces,
including the Meadows, Theodore Wirth Park and 
bicycle/pedestrian trails. 

•        Strengthen close-knit ties of nearby neighbors to sustain 
neighborhood watch. 

•        Monitor police staffing levels to maintain a preventive
presence. 

•        Ensure adequate street and alley lighting. 

•        Ensure the Bryn Mawr neighborhood is safe for groups
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who often feel more targeted by crime: seniors, women,
children and gays/lesbians. 

•        Maintain frequent communication with elementary and
middle schools to prevent neighborhood vandalism and
provide alternatives to school age youth in the
neighborhood. 

•        Inadequate neighborhood resources for neighborhood
youth. 

Action Items/Priorities 

•        Continue to actively support our community newspaper —
the Bugle. 

•        Encourage development of formal Block Groups and Block
Captains. 

•        Create “Chore Corps” to promote neighborhood 
volunteerism and connect youth to the neighborhood. 

•        Support and encourage participation in neighborhood 
events such as National Night Out. 

•        Do a survey of lighting coverage, especially in the alleys
and at mid-block. 

•        Increase the number of McGruff Houses (currently four) in
Bryn Mawr. 

•        Investigate having a “stroll patrol” that would spend time walking through the neighborhood. 

•        Formalize the link with school liaison officer and the BMNA Board, especially at the start of the
school year. 

•        Continue to reach out to neighborhoods to the North and South of Bryn Mawr to work on issues
regarding crime prevention. 
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Topic 5 — Neighborhood with Access to Life-Long Learning
 
Many of Bryn Mawr’s neighbors actively 
participate in life-long learning.  We support this 
by access to early childhood services; access to 
Minneapolis K-12 school choices; access to a 
neighborhood elementary school — Bryn Mawr
Elementary; access to adult community 
education; and access to private schools.  We are 
close to many higher-education facilities, 
including Dunwoody, Minneapolis Community 
College and Technical College, Metropolitan

State University, University of St. Thomas and the University of Minnesota. 

Bryn Mawr supports creating opportunities for mentoring, coaching and community support of the
children of Bryn Mawr.  Many Bryn Mawr neighbors strongly care about the children of the 
neighborhood.  They support an exchange between the generations, knowing more kids and kids 
knowing more adults, providing a village atmosphere.  Children grow up with neighbors as assets in 
their development.  It is our hope that children grow up with good memories of their childhood, with a 
desire to live in a neighborhood like Bryn Mawr and a willingness to participate fully as citizens. 

Early Childhood Education 

Early education opportunities need to exist in the neighborhood.  For more than 20 years, the Bryn 
Mawr Child Care provided pre-school services in a cooperative setting.  This type of program provides a 
valuable service to the neighborhood.  Pre-school programs should receive strong support.  Many 
parents are participating in ECFE (Early Childhood Family Education) programming.  ECFE provides 
access to parenting support and is a visible program at the elementary school.   The neighborhood 
supports keeping this program viable as well as AppleTree day care and the Minneapolis Kids program
at Bryn Mawr Elementary. 

Anwatin Middle/Bryn Mawr Elementary and School Choice 

There is strong support in the neighborhood for the Anwatin Middle School and Bryn Mawr Elementary 
School and for continuing the many other Minneapolis school choices outside the neighborhood for K-
12 students.  At the current time, a small percentage of Bryn Mawr residents are choosing the new Bryn
Mawr Elementary for their youngsters.  However, that percentage is growing each year and it is
expected that participation will continue to grow. 

The Minneapolis School District seems to strongly support the K-8 concept.  As such, the Bryn Mawr 
neighborhood supports considering the two schools as a single unit.  The continuity of programs from 
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Bryn Mawr Elementary to Anwatin and other secondary options must be clear.  Neighbors have 
expressed concern about where their children will be going after completing Bryn Mawr Elementary.  
As a neighborhood, we strongly support Anwatin as a choice for Bryn Mawr students.  The Bryn Mawr 
schools must remain a positive choice for neighbors while also acknowledging the private, religious and
other public school options and choices that are available. 

  
Secondary Education 

Many Bryn Mawr students have gone to various Minneapolis K-12 schools since the original Bryn 
Mawr elementary school between Cedar Lake Road and Laurel and Russell and Sheridan was torn 
down.  Most 7-8 graders went to Anwatin unless they attended a K-8 open program or other K-8 magnet 
schools.  Southwest Senior High is the school whose attendance area encompasses Bryn Mawr.  
However, many Bryn Mawr students attended various magnet programs at South, North and Edison. 

Anwatin /Bryn Mawr Complex as Local Town Hall 
Bryn Mawr needs public spaces that are associated with the neighborhood.  This could be the 
development of an “outdoor room” at the church triangle on Laurel Avenue or identifying rooms in the 
Anwatin Middle/Bryn Mawr School complex as a local town hall.  Bryn Mawr currently uses the school 
complex as a local town hall when it is open and available.  Voting booths, which were previously set up 
in Anwatin, are now set up in the gym of the elementary school, while Anwatin’s auditorium is used for 
candidate presentations and issue-focused discussions. 

There is a history of using Anwatin School as the community center of the neighborhood since it was 
purchased from St. Margaret’s Academy and turned into a Junior High School.  The adjoining Bryn
Mawr Elementary School was built and opened in 1996.  We support organizing the Anwatin 
Middle/Bryn Mawr Elementary complex as a single community center site.  This would make all of the 
facilities available. 

 
Community education at this site should both 
provide the classes that the neighborhood 
desires and the opportunity to organize and give 
classes representing neighborhood expertise. 

Challenges/Concerns 

•        Bryn Mawr strongly supports a unified 
neighborhood as a part of the Cedar-Lakes-Isles 
planning district; this is supported by history 
and represents a very strongly held feeling in 
the neighborhood. 

•        A major concern is that the Bryn Mawr
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Elementary School draws students from a different 
geographic area from Anwatin.  Bryn Mawr 
Elementary is currently organized as a north 
neighborhood school and Anwatin is organized 
as a south neighborhood school. 

•        There are Bryn Mawr residents with students 
who will not be able to attend Anwatin School, 
because of these differences in cachement 
areas.  They will go to Jefferson or a 6-8 
program. 

•        Bryn Mawr parents need stability over time as 
to what the choices in schools are going to be.  
Parents need to see a logical path for education 
choices through Grade 12 with clear options 
and choices for Bryn Mawr kids. 

  
Action Items/Priorities 

•        Actively solicit Bryn Mawr family’s perceptions and needs from the neighborhood schools. 

•        Promote the use of Anwatin Middle/Bryn Mawr Elementary as a single community center with all 
of the facilities and services available.  Eliminate the perception of two separate schools, from the 
community education perspective. 

•        Support meaningful events in the community center rooms.  Create an identity of the school 
complex as a gathering, discussion and learning center for all of the Bryn Mawr neighbors. 

•        Create neighborhood salons that are focused on issues and use the local town hall gathering spots. 

•        Investigate and support the creation of a Bryn Mawr presence on the Internet.  Ensure community 
access to technology for all Bryn Mawr residents.   

•        Look to partner with the church to create a public square/outdoor room at the triangle on Laurel, in 
front of the church. 

•        Invite adult learning institutions, colleges, etc. to participate in an annual event or specific learning
event to support their presence in Bryn Mawr. 

•        Develop Bryn Mawr Elementary School and Anwatin Middle School gateways to Wirth Park. 

•        Investigate/support a relationship to the Search Institute’s Assets for Kids program. 

•        Encourage Bryn Mawr neighbors to develop and present classes at Anwatin. 
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Topic 6 —
Neighborhood that’s 
Easy to get Into and 

Around

“It’s easy to get into and out of 
Bryn Mawr once you figure
out where it is and how to do
it.”  This statement points to
one of the primary attributes
residents and homebuyers cite
as a reason to live in the

neighborhood.  Proximity to Downtown Minneapolis in five to ten minutes by car or bus, to jobs and
shopping along Hennepin Avenue and Uptown or to suburban jobs and shopping in less than ten to
twenty minutes makes this neighborhood one of the most convenient. 

Ease of access for most residents occurs in cars most frequently housed in free standing garages next to
the alley or occasionally by driveways directly from the street.  All of these vehicles, garages and 
driveways are owned by individuals who are also responsible for their maintenance.  Increasingly, city 
streets in front of homes are also auxiliary parking spaces for the overflow of vehicles that cannot find
garage space in the typical single car garage common to most homes. 

A network of streets and alleys provide access to homes and activities in Bryn Mawr.  The City owns 
these alleys and streets and maintains them with funds provided by assessments on “benefited” property, 
by property taxes.  Designated streets that carry a considerable amount of traffic are improved with state 
gas tax funds. 
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Alleys 

Most alleys in Bryn Mawr were built with permanent pavements during the 1930s.  Only three alleys are 
not paved.  Most alleys with adequate soil conditions will last for nearly sixty years.  The City, however, 
noted in a recent report that many alleys need significant resurfacing and occasional rebuilding.  It is 
likely some of this work will be done on some alleys in Bryn Mawr during the next five years.  
Discussion has begun on how to finance this resurfacing and reconstruction program.  Unpaved alleys 
will be paved after approval of adjoining property owners.  Current options to finance these 
improvements include below market rate bonds and assessments for up to twenty years or cash
payments from the benefited property owners. 

Residential streets 

Residential streets provide primary access to the homes and activities of the neighborhood.  These 
streets were largely improved from oil and dirt to asphalt pavement in a residential pavement program in 
the 1920s and 1930s.  Three quarters of the cost of this improvement was financed by citywide property 
taxes and the remainder from assessments.  These streets typically are wide enough to provide space for
parking, slow movement of vehicles and access by emergency vehicles.  A boulevard planted with trees 
also typically adjoins the street with occasional intersection and frequently mid block lighting during the
non-daylight hours.  Trees are planted and maintained by the Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board 
while the street itself is cleaned and maintained by the City. 

 
Little work, other than seal coating, will be done on most of
these streets over the next five years given the comparatively
recent pavement of these streets.  In a few areas with subsoil 
problems and where pavement is opened to provide access to
utilities, more serious patching and rehabilitation will be done. 

Arterial/collector streets 

A limited number of streets in Bryn Mawr function to collect
the vehicles from the residential areas and connect them to
major entrances and exits from the neighborhood.  Some of
these streets are also major thoroughfares for movement
through the neighborhood to destinations outside of Bryn
Mawr.  Major arterial/collector streets that directly serve
residents of the neighborhood include the following: 

Penn Avenue from Bassett Creek to I-394 

This two-lane road serves residents of Bryn Mawr north of I-
394 and operates as a connecting arterial road for others from
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North Minneapolis and Golden Valley.  For two blocks, from 
I-394 to Cedar Lake Road, Penn also functions with Cedar 
Lake Road as a diverter for traffic avoiding the meter lights at
I-394 or as an alternate route to the freeway when there is an
accident or it becomes too congested.  It is a snow emergency 
route.  Its status as a truck route was eliminated following the
court’s decision not to widen and rebuild the Bassett Creek
Bridge but to keep it the same width as the road adjoining it.
This effectively limited Penn Avenue to two lanes and 
prevented it from becoming an even busier artery. 

As County Road #2, Hennepin County is responsible for the 
maintenance and reconstruction of this road.  The county funds
maintenance and construction from County State Aid gas taxes
and other revenues available to the county.  They also pay 
Minneapolis for snow removal and street cleaning. 

Traffic on Penn begins at the north with a base of 5400
vehicles entering and leaving Bryn Mawr at Bassett Creek.
Approximately 4500 vehicles turn on to the street as it moves
through Bryn Mawr.  At the approaches to I-394, daily traffic 

volume totaled 9500 in 1994.  Traffic entering Penn at Bassett Creek increased by one fourth over the
past ten years going from 4100 to 5400 vehicles per day.  It has ranged, however, from a high of 7200 
vehicles per day 1992 to a low of 4100 in 1984. 

Issues: 

•        High-speed traffic, especially in the evening, makes it unsafe to cross. 
•        Excessive potholes and rough surface. 
•        Some garage driveways enter directly on to Penn Avenue, an unsafe condition when traffic is heavy 

and fast. 
•        The view along this street is sterile and harsh.  This developed with the elimination of boulevards 

and trees many years ago. 
•        A major route for emergency vehicles, especially ambulances and police cars coming from I-394 

headed north of Bassett Creek. 
•        Trucks and large buses use the street for through movements even though it is not a truck route.  

•        High-speed vehicles and topography make it 
unsafe for pedestrians to cross, dangerous for 
cars parked on the street, and unsafe for 
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children living in homes along the street. 
•        The intersection of Penn Avenue and I-394 is 

the major gateway to Bryn Mawr.  More people 
enter and leave the neighborhood at these 
locations than at any other.  The overall 
appearance of the area however, is not warm, 
friendly or attractive.  Work is underway to 
develop a hedge identifying the neighborhood 
on a hill at the northwest of this intersection.  
Other aspects of this intersection are unsafe, 
especially for bikes and pedestrians attempting 
to cross the east access road to the freeway. 

Cedar Lake Road from Bassett Creek to 
Penn Avenue 

A two-lane collector/arterial that connects Penn 
Avenue to Glenwood Avenue, it also functions 

as a reliever for I-394 (see above) in conjunction with Penn from I-394.  It is a snow emergency route 
and functions as a route for public buses but it is not a truck route for the movement of trucks through
the neighborhood. 

The City is responsible for constructing and maintaining the street that cuts diagonally from Penn to
Glenwood.  Gas taxes pay for the cost of construction and maintenance because this portion of Cedar 
Lake Road is on the Municipal State Aid Street System. 

Cedar Lake Road is part of the street that many years ago was the main thoroughfare connecting 
Downtown to Bryn Mawr, St. Louis Park and Minnetonka.  The boulevards along this street are planted 
with trees and two of the leftover diagonal parcels at the intersection of Laurel and Hawthorne have
been planted with flowers during the summer by the voluntary efforts of nearby neighbors. 

Traffic on this street totaled 1900 vehicles per day in 1994.  It increased 12 percent during the past ten 
years after starting from a low of 1700 in 1982.  The peak during this period was 2400 in 1990. 

Issues: 

•        High-speed buses and other vehicles.  This was discouraged many years ago with the installation of
a stop sign at Newton Avenue. 

•        Concern this street might become a major arterial bypass to the freeway when the freeway becomes
severely congested or breaks down. 
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France Avenue — Ewing from the city limits with St. Louis Park to I-394 and Cedar Lake 
Parkway around the western and southern edge of Cedar Lake. 
This combination of roads begins as a two-lane arterial/collector at Cedar Lake Parkway and I-394 and 
proceeds to where the road divides south of the bridge over Brownie Lake creek.  The western leg is 
Ewing/France Avenue and the eastern leg continues as Cedar Lake Parkway. 

The western leg, from I-394 to Ewing and France Avenue, serves residents of Bryn Mawr south of I-394 
and others going to the southwest of the neighborhood.  It also serves residents of St. Louis Park
between Highway 100 and France Avenue as well as some who are diverting around the congestion on
Highway 100 and Hennepin Avenue that are coming from St. Louis Park and Minnetonka.  Near 
Franklin Avenue, Ewing connects with France Avenue, which is the city limits between Minneapolis
and St. Louis Park.  The route continues on France Avenue south to Lake Street.  For many years, this 
route was a County road.  Recently, however, responsibility for its maintenance and construction was
turned over to Minneapolis, which pays for these expenses from its road funds.  This road from I-394 to 
the city limits is a snow emergency and bus route. 

The eastern leg, along Cedar Lake Parkway, functions as a minor arterial serving the regional park at 
Cedar Lake, two beaches and homes along the parkway.  It also serves residents of Minneapolis living 
west and south of Cedar Lake and as a route from the west to Kenwood, Lake of the Isles and Lake
Calhoun.  Cedar Lake Parkway is owned and maintained by the Minneapolis Park and Recreation 
Board.  It is not a snow emergency route. 

At I-394, daily traffic volumes from the north and south totaled 9500 vehicles in 1994.  This is a 
reduction from 12,000 ten years previously and a peak volume of 12,200 in 1990. 

The western leg along Ewing and France Avenue had a traffic volume of 5500 vehicles in 1994.  This 
was a reduction from 6900 in 1984 and the peak volume of 8700 in 1990. 

 
Cedar Lake Parkway near the southwest edge of 
Cedar Lake had 4500 vehicles per day in 1994, nearly 
the same amount as ten years ago.  However, in 1992 
it experienced the highest volume of 7400 vehicles per
day. 

Issues: 

•        Considerable congestion occurs at I-394 before many 
turns to the east along the South frontage road. 

•        Boulevards, indented parking and lighting add to the
attractiveness of the parkway portions of this route.  
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As traffic increases, however, it becomes less safe to
directly access the parkway from driveways of some
homes. 

•        The condition of pavement on Ewing Avenue is very 
poor.  Improvement of this pavement is planned in the 
next five years.  Access from garages and driveways 
along Ewing Avenue can be hazardous in some 
locations. 

•        There is concern that, as congestion increases on
Highway 100 and on Lake Street and Hennepin 
Avenue in Minneapolis, traffic will divert to the 
western leg along France/Ewing. 

Frontage Road south of I-394 — west of the city 
limits to Penn Avenue 

This two-lane road parallels I-394 from west of 
Highway 100 to Penn Avenue.  It serves the residents 
of Bryn Mawr living south of I-394 who desire to go 
to Penn Avenue and to gain access to the freeway.  
Significantly, however, it is also the link between the
Ewing/France Avenue arterial to the southwest and 

for residents of South Tyrol Hills in Golden Valley.  This arterial road is owned by the Minnesota 
Department of Transportation and maintained by the city.  It is a snow emergency route. 

This frontage road was the center of considerable controversy during the design of I-394.  The 
neighborhood accepted the road as the primary connecting link between Cedar Lake/Theodore Wirth 
Parkway and the existing Dayton Hudson office building overlooking Brownie Lake.  However, it 
strongly objected when the road became a more significant artery providing a connection for Tyrol Hills
and as a reliever for I-394 from west of Highway 100.  Only selective traffic counts were made on the 
street since it was opened.  However, observers note more than half of the traffic at the Penn Avenue
interchange with I-394 comes from the south frontage road. 

Issues: 

•        High volumes of high-speed traffic make it difficult and sometimes unsafe to enter this frontage 
road from residential streets to the south. 

•        It is difficult for pedestrians to navigate this area due to a limited number of sidewalks, especially 
near the Penn Avenue intersection. 

Glenwood Avenue 
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This arterial/collector street on the northern edge of Bryn Mawr functions as a two-lane arterial between 
Golden Valley and Cedar Lake Road where it widens into a four-lane arterial to Lyndale Avenue during 
peak periods.  This road is designated as a reliever to both Highways 55 (Olson Highway) and I-394 for 
traffic diverting at the western edge of Glenwood Avenue, Highway 100 and Penn Avenue.  It is a 
County Road and expenses are paid from County State Aid gas taxes.  Improvements in the future 
related to the street becoming a reliever might also be funded from federal monies. 

Glenwood directly serves residents of Golden Valley, provides access to the Wirth Lake area, the 
northern edge of Bryn Mawr and the Harrison neighborhood.  It is also an alternative for Bryn Mawr 
residents going Downtown, for access to some shops along Glenwood Avenue and the city market by 
way of Cedar Lake Road West of Penn Avenue.  Traffic volume totaled 4500 vehicles per day in 1992.  
Turning movements from Penn Avenue increase the volume to 6300 east of Penn.  By the time 
Glenwood reaches Lyndale, however, volumes increased to 8800.  Travel demand on Glenwood is 
similar to levels of ten years ago.  However, volumes were as high as 7000 in 1986 at Penn Avenue. 

Issues: 

•        The view along this street on the northern edge of Bryn Mawr from Vincent to Xerxes is somewhat 
sterile and harsh as the boulevard along this street was eliminated.  This is somewhat offset by the 
view of Theodore Wirth Park across the street. 

•        The freeway reliever status of this road might result in efforts to eliminate more peak period parking
to increase the volume of this road.  In the future, when the two parallel regional freeways become 
seriously congested, this might make retail opportunities along Glenwood less attractive. 

  

Arterial/collector streets carrying smaller volumes or serving non- Bryn Mawr residents: 
Theodore Wirth Parkway from Glenwood Avenue to I-394 

This two-lane parkway along the western edge of a regional park provides access for trips, especially 
from Golden Valley to various destinations to the south.  It is a continuation of a parkway extending 
along the western edge of Minneapolis from north of Lowry Avenue.  It is not a snow emergency route. 

Traffic volumes on this road totaled 4800 vehicles per day south of Olson Highway in 1994.  This is a 
drop from 6000 in 1984. 

Cedar Lake Road and the frontage road north of I-394 from Penn Avenue to Theodore Wirth 
Parkway 

This road is the continuation of the historic connection between Bryn Mawr north and south of Wayzata 
Boulevard before it was reconstructed into I-394.  At Upton Avenue, it connects to the frontage road 
north of I-394 to Theodore Wirth Parkway.  It is a snow emergency route.  The Cedar Lake Road
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portion is owned and maintained by the City as a regular city street without any specific status for 
funding.  The frontage road is owned by the Minnesota Department of Transportation and maintained by 
the City. 

Traffic volumes on this road are comparatively low.  In 1994, it totaled 1600 vehicles per day. 

  

Issues: 

•        The connection of Cedar Lake Road to Theodore Wirth Parkway makes it possible for this road to 
operate as a diverter for drivers who find the south frontage road too congested.  This is likely to 
occur, only after congestion is much more obvious on the south frontage road, Penn Avenue and 
Cedar Lake Road east of Penn Avenue. 

Laurel Avenue from Penn Avenue to Anwatin and Upton from Laurel to Cedar Lake Road 

These streets operate as collectors for part of Bryn Mawr, to provide access to Anwatin and Bryn Mawr
Schools and as the bus route north of I-394.  They are snow emergency routes. 

As collector streets, they have comparatively lower traffic volumes.  In 1994 these totaled 1600, an 
increase from 1000 in 1984.  Most of this increase is due to vehicles destined for the educational 
complex. 

Regional principal arterial highways 

Bryn Mawr is served by two major east to west regional arterial highways — I-394 and Highway 55 
(Olson Highway).  These highways provide substantial direct access from Bryn Mawr to most of the 
Twin Cities area.  Many often cite access as one of the features that makes Bryn Mawr an attractive
neighborhood for people looking for homes and for residents.  At the same time, I-394 physically 
divides the neighborhood, and contributes to concern and irritation with noise and air pollution.  It has 
focused the energies of many residents concerned about what the continuing pressure to accommodate
growing highway demands from western settlement of the region will do to the quality of life of this
neighborhood. 

 
I-394 and Highway 55 are owned and maintained by the
Minnesota Department of Transportation.  Both of them 
are on the National Highway System and considered
regional principal arterials by the Metropolitan Council.
This gives them the highest priority for the allocation of
both federal and state highway user funds and results in
very high level of maintenance including rapid snow
removal. 
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I-394 is Bryn Mawr’s direct route to Downtown, 
Uptown and the Western Suburbs 

I-394 is a greatly expanded addition to the existing four-
lane expressway previously know as Highway 12 or
Wayzata Boulevard.  This expansion, from Washington 
Avenue in Downtown Minneapolis to I-494 in
Minnetonka, was the last addition to the national 
Interstate highway system in Minnesota.  From the initial 
freeway proposals in the early 1970’s it engaged the
interests and energies of many residents and
representatives of Bryn Mawr. 

Controversies for more than a decade swirled around many issues: 
•        The width of the freeway rights of way and the number of lanes, 
•        Noise impacts and protection measures including noise walls and less noisy roadway surface 

material 
•        The location and amount of traffic on frontage roads proposed for both the south and north sides 

•        The effect of the freeway traffic on neighborhood air pollution 

•        Location and design of interchanges as they affected ease or difficulty of accessing services
important to residents. 

Traffic forecasts used in planning I-394 assumed continuous growth of Downtown Minneapolis and 
expansion of the region at low densities into the western suburbs.  These forecasts projected demand for 
as many as five lanes through Bryn Mawr.  This was unacceptable to the community and to highway 
planners because it required added lane capacity in the I-94 tunnel and on a freeway link around the 
northern edge of Downtown.  Lane expansion beyond I-394 was required because nearly half the 
projected traffic was destined for locations outside of Downtown.  Yet it was not possible to think about 
expanding the tunnel after some heated difficulty in pushing it through an important cultural and
religious center of the city.  Plans to develop a freeway totally around the Downtown had also fallen 
with the withdrawal of I-335.  Instead of building a freeway to meet demand — planners decided to 
increase the people carrying capacity by encouraging people to carpool, vanpool and take the bus.  This 
was done by constructing two lanes reserved for vehicles with two or more occupants as the freeway
moved through Bryn Mawr during peak periods.  This strategy assumed that by providing timesaving to 
high occupant vehicles the average vehicle occupancy of the freeway would be 1.6 persons in 2000.  An 
elaborate network of bridges and ramps at Highway 100 furthered implementation of this strategy as did
the early construction of the High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes marketed as the “Sane Lanes.”  
MNDOT did not allow a connection to the HOV lanes because it was too close to the I-94/Downtown 
Minneapolis interchange. 
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By the early 1980’s the final shape of the freeway became apparent.  Some of these reflected the 
concerns and interests of Bryn Mawr while others appeared to disregard the concerns of the
neighborhood.  A lawsuit and legislation ensued that limited the freeway to four lanes in Minneapolis, 
comparable to the through-lane capacity in the suburbs.  Some of the adjoining residential areas received 
protection from noise with walls while other areas in front of commercial sites were not built.  Access 
occurred on a diamond interchange at Penn Avenue.  A frontage road connecting movements from 
Theodore Wirth and Cedar Lake Parkways was constructed on the south side of the freeway extending
not just to the City limits but beyond to west of Highway 100.  At the request of the neighborhood, a 
north frontage road was later built from Upton to Theodore Wirth Parkway to provide a western 
connection to the now bisected community.  The freeway would operate as one of the most intensively
managed freeways in the country.  Computers would direct the time interval of ramp meters after
obtaining data on travel demand from an elaborate network of loops buried in the pavement and
overhead cameras. 

I-394 was constructed over an eight-year period.  It opened to much applause in the press and to the
satisfaction of the development community in Downtown and the western suburbs.  Bryn Mawrites 
adjusted.  Some found access to Downtown and the western suburbs improved while others continued to 
express irritation with the noise and pollution that accompanied the opening of the freeway.  Traffic on 
I-394 increased quickly and decreased on Highway 55, the alternative used by many during the new 
freeway construction period.  The number of people riding rather than driving alone increased but not as 
fast as called for in plans.  Within a short time, it became apparent that the two lanes for mixed traffic 
would be heavily congested.  Cries went up to open up a third lane east of Highway 100 but Bryn Mawr 
resisted until plans addressed their concerns about ease of access and reductions in noise pollution.  
Plans emerged in 1996 to address these concerns.  Modifications implemented in 1997 added to the 
noise walls and changed the pavement surface of the freeway. 

Traffic volumes on this freeway are some of the highest in the Twin Cities.  In 1994, there were 109,000 
vehicles per day recorded at Highway 100, and 126,000 west of Penn Avenue.  With the addition of 
2,000 vehicles at Penn Avenue, the total to the east of Penn was 128,000.  These are the highest totals 
since the freeway was completed during the 1980’s. 

Issues: 

The story of I-394 and Bryn Mawr does not end.  Concerns that are new or continue include: 
•        Additional work will be needed to achieve vehicle occupancy goals and to enforce traffic  and 

vehicle occupancy laws 

•        The 1997 Legislature authorized a test demonstration of congestion pricing by sale of unused
HOV lane capacity to single driver vehicles. 

•        Neighbors want to determine the effect of this latest round of changes on neighborhood access
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and livability. 
•        Uncertainty about the adequacy of the noise walls, especially on the south side of the freeway 

where there are gaps in front of commercial buildings will permit noise to travel into adjoining
residential areas. 

Highway 55 (Olson Highway) an alternate route to the west. 
Highway 55 is a four-lane expressway from near Downtown Minneapolis to beyond I-494.  In 
Minneapolis, it is a six-lane road with a number of timed signals.  The highway parallels 1-394 
approximately one mile to the north.  Many from north of Highway 55 use it to access jobs in the City.  
It also was heavily used by those from the south as an alternative to I-394, especially during its 
construction. 

Olson Highway is a route to some shopping locations used by Bryn Mawrites.  It is also used as a 
diverter when motorists discover barely moving traffic on I-394.  Some of them will cut through Bryn 
Mawr on Penn Avenue during these times. 

Traffic on Olson Highway has fluctuated considerably over the past decade.  In 1994 a total of 25,000 
vehicles were recorded just west of Penn Avenue and 26,000 at Lyndale.  These were comparable 
numbers to those of 1984.  However, in 1990 totals were 41,000 just west of Penn Avenue and 39,000 at 
Lyndale Avenue. 

Gradual increases in the capacity of this expressway are planned and underway.  They include 
development of frontage roads and closure of some local intersections, addition of turning lanes and
more traffic control with electronic regulation of signals and changeable message signs. 

Bus service 

Bryn Mawr is centrally served by one public transit bus route 8, which goes to Downtown Minneapolis
to the east and to the Dayton Hudson Operations Center, Benilde-St. Margaret’s at 26th and Highway 
100 and France and Lake Street in St. Louis Park to the west. 

The bus route in Bryn Mawr follows Glenwood Avenue, Cedar Lake Road, Laurel, Upton, North 
Frontage Road and Cedar Lake Parkway.  At this point, some buses follow the south frontage road 
stopping at the Dayton Hudson Operations Center enroute to the Louisiana Avenue Transit Center.  The 
remaining buses proceed south on Wirth Parkway to Ewing and France Avenue into St. Louis Park. 

The 8-bus route of the Metropolitan Council Transit Operations operates fairly frequently from 5:45 
a.m. to 12:30 a.m. weekdays.  During peak periods, buses run every 15 to 20 minutes while it increases
to every half-hour during the midday.  Ridership on this route is fairly good.  Service was increased in 
1996 when the Dayton Hudson Operations Center started functioning in what was previously the 
Prudential building.  
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Issues: 

•        Number and quality of bus shelters 

•        Speed of buses on Cedar Lake Road 

•        Buses on Penn Avenue returning to garages 

Biking 

A large number of residents own bikes used for recreation or exercise. 

An unknown number of residents also use bikes to commute to work when the weather is attractive. 

Bikes use the residential streets, sidewalks and alleys of the neighborhood to get around and to access
the Cedar Lake Bike Trail.  This trail was constructed during 1995 from Highway 100 to 6th Street in 
Downtown.  It will be extended to the Mississippi River where it will join a trail to the University of 
Minnesota in the future.  Additionally, plans have been prepared to develop another trail through the
Bassett Creek Valley, from Wirth Park in Golden Valley to where the trail meets the Cedar Lake Trail.  
These trails will provide residents of Bryn Mawr with more opportunities for both recreation and
commuting. 

Pools 

Some Bryn Mawr residents use carpools and vanpools for commuting.  The extent of this activity by 
neighbors is unknown.  However, there are incentives to encourage this activity at many employment 
locations.  These include discounts on parking in garages in Downtown Minneapolis to guarantees of a 
ride home by bus or taxi. 

Telecommuting 

A growing number of residents are conducting some of their work out of their homes thereby
eliminating work trips.  The extent of this activity in Bryn Mawr is unknown.  However, there are a 
noticeable number of residents who are independent contractors who use their home as their office.  
Others may be using a computer to keep in touch with the office or to conduct some of their business
during the week. 

Challenges/Concerns 

•        Heavily used streets with high traffic speeds limit the use by multiple modes including bicycle and 
walking. 

•        A limited number of alleys that remain unpaved and several streets without paved sidewalks. 

•        Insufficient parking capacity to meet current demand at the Meadows and Downtown Bryn Mawr
destination points. 

•        Speed and heavy use along Laurel Avenue and Hawthorne Avenue by school bus and delivery 
trucks going to the school complex. 

•        Unique mix of types of streets, i.e., freeway to dead-ends to cul-de-sacs to residential streets in close 
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proximity. 

•        Number of high speed/high volume streets that have driveways entering onto the streets. 

  
Action Items/Priorities 

•        Investigate developing a boulevard or parkway approach to the arterial/collector streets. 

•        Identify traffic controls on Laurel Avenue from Penn to Upton, i.e., one-way west from Penn, 
throating, speed bumps, etc. 

•        Improve safety of Laurel and Cedar Lake Road intersection west of Penn. 

•        Develop a connecting road from Cedar Lake Road to Dunwoody. 

•        Support the redesign of the Penn terminus to include significant signage to identify and welcome
people to Bryn Mawr, create an edge to the large expanse to the south, develop an open perspective
from the I-394 bridge to the downtown skyline, substantially improve bike and pedestrian crossing 
over the access ramp to the bike path, control and minimize the right turn from the west-bound 
freeway exit, make the islands more attractive, create a continuous sidewalk along the south frontage
road. 

•        Develop a traffic-calming plan for Penn Avenue, i.e., striping, identifying parking areas, separating
parking areas from traffic through throating, etc. 

•        Improve the intersection of Ewing and Cedar Lake Road to make it safe for pedestrian and bicycle 
crossing. 

•        Build a connector road from the north frontage road to Anwatin to build alternative access to the
school. 

•        Develop a plan and construct signage inviting people to Bryn Mawr at all bike and roadway entry
points. 

•        Provide financial assistance on an as-needed basis to pave unpaved alleys and sidewalks. 

•        Provide financial assistance on an as-needed basis to improve collapsing garages. 

•        Provide financial assistance on an as-needed basis to improve collapsing alley retaining walls. 

•        Improve existing bus shelters and increase the number where there is sufficient demand. 

•        Explore the possibility and opportunity for matching Bryn Mawr neighbors to carpools. 
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This Comprehensive Plan has been completed through the work of many Bryn Mawr neighbors and
friends. 
The following should receive particular thanks: 
 

Dick Adair 

Chris Bacon 

Jenny Bartholomew 

Mike Carlson 

Tom Carrillo 

Rick Carter 

Denny Daniels 

Marilyn Dean 

Gordon Gandy 

Rowena Hicks 

Mary Lou Hill 
Marliss Jensen 

Steve Jensen 

Kevin Johnson 

Dave Kelliher 

Margaret Anderson-Kelliher 

Laura Lambert 
Greg Lecker 

Dave Logsdon 

Representative Dee Long 

Kevina Munnich 

Helen Nelson 

Joan Orke 

Jay Peterson 

Paul Ragozzino 

Council Member Pat Scott 
Clarence Shallbetter 

Paul Sollie 

Eric Takeshita 

Dale Thomas 

John Welsh 

Jessica Wiley 
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Brian Willette 

Anwatin Middle School 
Bryn Mawr Elementary School 
Bryn Mawr Presbyterian Church 

Center for Energy and Environment 
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